Sales, Inventory, and Operations Planning

- Integrated Business Planning solution
- Learn how Monsanto used the SAP® Integrated Business Planning solution to transform its supply chain network.
- Create accurate demand plans by gaining insights to achieve productivity and customer satisfaction.
- Sense and Respond to Demand Insights
- Delivers the right products to the right place, on time, and in full.
- Mobile Inventory Management
- Simplify inbound logistics with goods receipt processes.
- Strategic Freight Management
- Create an automated environment for freight quoting.
- Freight Tending
- Tendering.
- Freight Planning and Optimization
- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs vs. delivery time and constraints.
- Transportation Execution and Monitoring
- Execute your transportation plan and monitor your transportation system.
- Transportation Management
- Deliver perfect orders with integrated logistics execution processes.
- Warehouse Management
- Improve electronic warehouse controls and automated processes.
- Order Management
- Integrate outbound operations and align production and demand.
- Logistics Network
- Warehouse supply chain logistics in a digital environment.
- SAP Global Track and Trace
- SAP Solution for Advanced Available to Promise
- SAP Solution for Transportation Management
- SAP Solution for Extended Warehouse Management
- SAP Solution for Transportation Execution and Monitoring
- SAP Solution for Transportation Planning and Optimization
- SAP Solution for Warehouse Management